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you meet a mystic 

this is what you have come here for

i can give you words…a hundred thousand words every day…no problem

if you cannot go home drunk with the experience of some blissfulness

then all you have learnt is rubbish 

you just filled your head with some nonsense

and you go home more depressed and more confused

i am dancing with you

when i am dancing…dance totally please !

i am with you all…i am total !

i am floating higher…higher…higher…higher…higher… 

sometimes going so high you miss the whole point

i need you as much as anyone else

i depend on you too

i am not isolated from you people

please understand the experiment

do not sit…you will become dead

explode into totality and you will understand

especially some young people sitting here

i can imagine a sixty five year old…no juice…just sitting

young people sitting ? my god !

i am fifty and i am still dancing like the wind…

this is the only way i know how to transfer the experience easily

that you can have a sudden glimpse of it

and you can carry home a certain experience

you may not know it there and then

but something will filter in you

and one day when you are just walking by the river

just vacant…empty…for no reason…

suddenly it will be there because you are absent 

and that energy is so powerful and gripping

it will catch you unaware 

the inner journey is so simple !

i do not understand why people cannot understand it

it is as easy as this

very simple !

i say it again because today many people missed dancing with me

whenever i see people sitting and not dancing that evening

i feel sad for them that they are missing something

to experience the peak with a mystic 

you have to dance with that person

when you dance with that person 

and you are lost in the dance

something like a flame simply jumps on you

we are like one ocean

if the ocean goes higher and higher and higher

you can simply float on top and bring it down

you can lift each other higher and higher in the dance

and each one gathered here can feel the same orgasmic height 

that is why we sit together in one buddhafield of energy

we can raise that one pool of energy higher and higher

it is not an isolated experience

when you disappear you merge with me

when i disappear i merge with you

merging together there are no people here left anymore

just a heightened state of oceanic energy

if one person knows the secret…

he is alert and aware and watchful…

that transforms the whole experience

you just need one person to know the secret

how this stillness peaks everybody together

the energy rising higher and higher

when few people are sitting…

they are not lifting the whole space like one fabric
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